
 

 

Sare Campaign Succeeds Against All Odds In Gathering 45,000 
Signatures to Appear On the Ballot to Oppose Sen. Chuck 

Schumer In 2022 

June 4, 2022—Diane Sare, a LaRouche candidate for 
the U.S. Senate from New York, filed well over 45,000 
signatures with the New York State Board of Elections 
on May 31st, in a spectacularly successful campaign run 
by all volunteers state-wide to put Sare on the ballot 
against incumbent Senator Chuck Schumer.  Sare noted: 
“The successful petitioning  campaign constitutes a ma-
jor breakthrough, given that the new requirements were 
designed to prevent independent and minority party 
candidates from being able to comply.  Only people 
committed to going the extra mile, standing in the rain, 
putting in extra long hours, and making sometimes great 
personal sacrifice could possibly have done this.  We 
did not allow arbitrary new rules  of an arrogant, self-
defined oligarchy be used to silence people, at a mo-
ment when we are facing deadly hyper-inflation and 
possible thermo-nuclear war.” 
 To solve both the economic and “geopolitical” cri-
ses  Sare has made a keystone of her campaign the La-
Rouche economic program of peace through develop-
ment.   This begins with a discussion of  LaRouche’s 
Four Laws for Physical Economic Recovery, which 
propose: 
 

1. Immediate re-enactment of the Glass-Steagall 
law instituted by U.S. President Franklin D. Roose-
velt, without modification, as to principle of action. 

 
2. A return to a system of top-down, and thor-
oughly defined as National Banking.  The tested, 
successful model to be authorized is that which 
was, under the direction of the policies of national 
banking which had been successfully installed un-
der President Abraham Lincoln's superseding au-
thority of a currency created by the Presidency of 
the United States (e.g., "Greenbacks"), as conducted 
as a national banking-and-credit-system placed un-
der the supervision of the Office of the Treasury 
Secretary of the United States.  All other banking  
and currency policies, are discontinued. Banks qual-
ifying for operations under this provision, shall be 
assessed for the competence to operate as legal 
practices under the national authority for creating 
and composing the elements of this essential prac-
tice, as were assigned, as by tradition, to the origi-
nal office of Secretary of the U.S. Treasury Alexan-
der Hamilton. This means that the individual states 

of the United States are under national standards of 
practice, not the separate states of the nation. 
 
3. The use of a Federal Credit-system is to gener-
ate high-productivity trends in improvements of 
employment, with the intention to increase the 
physical-economic productivity and standard of 
living of the persons and households of the Unit-
ed States. The creation of credit for the increase of 
the relative quality and quantity of productive em-
ployment must be assured, once more, as was done 
successfully under President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
or like standards of Federal practice used to create a 
general economic recovery of the nation, per capita, 
and for rate of net effects in productivity and by 
reliance on the essential human principle which dis-
tinguishes the human personality from the lower 
forms of life: the net rate of increase of the energy-
flux density of effective practice, through scientific 
and related increase of the effective energy-flux 
density per capita and for the human population 
when considered as each and all as a whole. The 
constant increase of the physical-productivity of 
employment and its benefits for the general welfare, 
are a principle of Federal law which must be a para-
mount standard of achievement  

 
 4. Adopt a Fusion-Driver 'Crash Program. The 
knowable measure, in principle, of the difference 
between man and all among the lower forms of life, 
is found in what has been usefully regarded as the 
naturally upward evolution of the human species, in 
contrast to all other known categories of living spe-
cies. This means that human beings are able to in-
crease the energy-flux-density of their activity at 
will, as part of the natural process of the develop-
ment of the universe, as already demonstrated by 
the increasing complexity of life forms on this plan-
et over the last several billion years from single-
celled organisms to temperature self-regulating 
mammals, to the leap in man’s ability to self-
transform at will, in the image of the Creator. It is 
an absolute necessity that humanity develop in-
creasingly dense forms of energy, of which fusion is 
the latest within immediate reach.  This is also an 
area of urgent international cooperation. 
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